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The writer requested that a flip-up target be located at the 5° 

position, in the S.W .. Bevatron qu8 drant because such a target was calculated 

to produce a beam of ~400 Mev/c K- particles emerging radially from the 
. .. 

Bevatron in a gap between the magnet iron at the 2t0 position. On 

February B, 1955, a weak bombardment of 1ol1 protons on such a target was 

obtained with an emulsion stack in the gap. The stack was given to 

Dr. Ticho of UCLA vJho cooperated in the exposure. He found a few K masons 

in it, but because such a low bombardment was given and because the target 

was of polyathelene, a completely satisfactory answer to. the usefulness of 

the K meson beam was not obtained. ~1en we came to make a longer run, we 

found the target removed. This caused a delay of several months before we 

could carry out a better experiment. -

On November 9, 10, and 12, 1955,) exposures were ·obtained, however, 

and some information is now available :from one pellicle of a stack which 

"Was exposed during a bombardment by 1.5 x 10i2 protons on a copper target 

1~1/8" in length. The beam energy \-Jas 6o2 Bev. The ETT plunging clipper was 

operating to 598 11 • The target w:.s at 601-i"• The K mesons were found by 

area scanning of the plate. A histogram of their locations in the stack is 

shovm in Fig. 1. The mean depth of penetration of 6-7 em in the emulsion is 

abobt as calculated from the known magnetic field, if the obstructions, 

consisting of two 1/4" pieces of steel plate, a 0.062 11 stainless steel win\)ow 
I 

f. and about 1/8" of a wood-plastic wall, are assumed to be equivalent to one 

inch of emulsion. The range straggling indicates that the beam contained 
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particles lying in a momentum interval with a standard deviation of 2.5%. 

A yield of 31 ~ mesons/sq. cm./1012 protons was obtained and the 

Background was chiefly n- mesons, which were present mostly as a 

parallel beam traversing the stack. Other background consisted of products 

of the disintegration of r.uclei by the pions. A num'ber of pjons stopring 

in the region where the ~ particles stopped constituted a serious problem 

because the nature of each a- meson had to be proved by opacity measurements 

on its track. The origin of at least some of these mesons vJas the channel 

walls, and it is hoped that by working farther out this undesirable component 

of the beam can be reduced. 




